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A kiss before dying
Quest the
Kim stanley robinson s mars trilogy is one of science fiction s most honored series with red mars winning the distinguished nebula award and both green mars and blue
mars honored with the hugo a modern day classic of the genre this epic saga deftly portrays the human stories behind earth s most ambitious project yet the
terraforming of mars
Robinson returns to the realm he has made his own in a work of twenty eight stories including poetry devoted to life on mars that brilliantly weaves together a
futuristic setting with a poetic vision of the human spirit engaged in a drama as ancient as mankind itself following the strands of these lives and events in an age when
human life has been extended for decades the martians becomes the story of generations lived on the edge of the ultimate frontier in a landscape of constant man
made and natural transformation tells the story of an underground and hard to see resistance to the terraforming described in the trilogy proper
Beginning with the first hundred explorers generations of friends enemies and lovers are swept up in the drama that is earth s tenuous toehold on mars international
exploration turns into world building world building degenerates into political conflict revolution and war from a training mission in antarctica to blistering sandstorms
sweeping through labyrinths of barren canyons the interwoven stories of the martians set in motion a sprawling cast of characters upon the surface of mars as the
planet is transformed from an unexplored and forbidding terrain to a troubled image of a re created earth men and women are bound together by their experiences on
mars and with each other
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